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ABSTRACT
The methods of mathematical statistics play an increasing role in SW
engineering.  Mathematical statistics is necessary to understand the functions
of many applications as well as to mature SW development methods (proposed
by CMM [CMM]).  Mathematical statistics is the kernel of the analysis of
software metrics.  The analysis of software metrics must be used during the
evaluation of the properties and impacts of software systems.  The problem
with mathematical statistics is that computer science students dislike it and
are unable to use it.  They like the simple Boolean (or black-and-white) world
of computers too much.  The importance of mathematical statistics and the
attitude borrowed from experimental sciences is not even recognized by
lecturers.  The way to change this situation is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
SW systems grow, are more complex and support continually more com-

plex functions using larger and larger data bodies.  It is hardly possible without
sophisticated methods of data analysis based on mathematical statistics.  The
complicated software systems cannot be developed or customized without
modern management methods using data of software metrics (see the standard
ISO 9126 and the recommendations CMM [CMM]).

It is well known (see e.g. [SG]) that the deficiencies in requirements
specification and management errors during development customization are
the leading triggers of the failures of SW systems, especially of information
systems.

According to the experience of the authors gained via the development
of SW systems and teaching at several universities the root reason of the fail-
ures is the improper (if any) use of the methods of mathematical statistics
during requirement specification (offering proper management methods, the
use of software metrics).

The solution of such problem is quite difficult as the computer profes-
sionals are not trained enough in mathematical statistics – and it is not recog-
nized as important (compare [IS 2002, MSIS 2000]) although it is important
(see [Král86]).

THE ROLE OF STATISTICS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The growing data bodies collected by modern information systems (IS)

and/or accessible via WWW cannot be analyzed properly without methods of
mathematical statistics.  The tools based on mathematical statistics must be
also used if we want to measure the impacts and/or the effects (e.g. the finan-
cial ones) of modern software systems, especially of information systems.  Sta-
tistical analysis should be included into the methodologies of the evaluation
and testing of experimental laws and dependencies between software metrics
like the dependency between the system development effort and the system
size.

The tools of statistical analysis offered by many enterprise software sys-
tems (like workflow systems, production planning, and OLAP) are as a rule
quite weak, if any. The methods of mathematical statistics are difficult to un-
derstand and/or to use for computer professionals as well as for many users.
Many computer professionals strongly dislike statistical methods (and - more
generally - the attitude of experimental sciences).

Modern SW development and software maintenance and/or use (SW pro-
cesses) must include the collection and the analysis of software metrics.  The
maturity of a software firm can be - to a high degree – characterized by the
quality of the collection and analysis of SW metrics (compare CMM maturity
degrees).

Many software development techniques (e.g. the decision whether to stop
testing and to release the system for distribution/use, the detection whether a
system is “worn out” and should be cancelled/reengineered, [Rajlich, KZ02b])
depend on a proper use of the tools of mathematical statistics and the philoso-
phy of experimental sciences (compare [Král98, KT2000]).  The example of
the Critical Chain method by Goldratt [Gold] indicate that there can be very
surprising application of mathematical statistics in project planning.

Mathematical statistics should play an important, may be the crucial,
role in software engineering, software science, and software use.  It is not,
however, generally recognized.

TEACHING OF MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
Mathematical statistics is a science requiring a lot of mathematical knowl-

edge and skills.  If lectures on mathematical statistics are included into a cur-
riculum a lot of lectures on mathematical analysis and probability theory must
be included as well particularly in the case when mathematical statistics is
presented as an abstract mathematical discipline. This implies that we must
sacrifice some software-oriented lectures (e.g. lectures on latest programming
languages).  It is quite painful but it is not the main problem.

As the formal lectures on mathematical statistics must (should) be pre-
ceded by lectures on mathematical analysis and probability theory, they can-
not be presented not earlier than third year of undergraduate curriculum (UC).
It is quite unpleasant as it implies that we are unable to use mathematical
statistics in software-oriented lectures in the first and second year and partially
in the third year of UC.  The result is that the students are not trained to use the
methods of mathematical statistics during training basic software develop-
ment skills.  In fact it makes the lectures on mathematical statistics to a high
degree useless due to student mental barriers and the lack of good inspiring
examples.  If the students learn computer-oriented lectures only they tend to
consider all knowledge, problems, and skills not strictly related to computers
useless and boring.  We call such a narrow-minded attitude hacker syndrome.
Hacker syndrome disqualifies computer professional for many upper level ac-
tivities like the requirement specification with collaboration with users, team-
work, planning and audit, etc.  Hacker syndrome disqualifies students from
doing management.  Even the lower management levels (like small team lead-
ership) need a non-black-and-white way of thinking.  The syndrome is very
difficult to cure.  Prevention is better.  The prevention can be achieved via
lectures on mathematical statistics and experimental sciences during the first
study year.  It would have some other advantages discussed below.

WHY COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS OFTEN DISLIKE
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

Computer professionals often dislike mathematical statistics and are not
able to use it. Some reasons for it are discussed in the previous paragraph. A
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further reason can be (with some simplification) characterized as a too strong
emphasis on mathematical statistics as a mathematical discipline.

Software professionals tend like the black and white way of thinking.
They dislike “gray” cases.  In other words they are not happy if they must/may
apply attitudes of experimental sciences like physics and to some degree
economy and some humanities with experimental features like sociology or
psychology.

We are convinced that the lack of knowledge and of paradigms of experi-
mental sciences is a large drawback for computer professionals due to the
following facts:
• It limits the application capability maturity principles from CMM.
• It is an obstacle for the application of modern management principles in

the SW project management.
• The modern SW architectures like SW confederations [KZ02a, KZ02c]

depend on the ability of developers to understand the functions of com-
ponents and the functions often contain some function/knowledge of math-
ematical statistics.

• Optimality problems of SW confederations (i.e. peer-to-peer networks of
applications/services) should be solved with the help of the tools of math-
ematical statistics.

It is interesting that in the Czech Republic many top information tech-
nology professionals are physicists.

In the long term the introduction of experimental/statistical paradigms
could increase the adaptability of SW professionals in the changing world and
to increase their chances to take part in well-paid and prestigious activities
like requirement specification or management.  The teaching of mathematical
statistics can induce students to learn some experimental sciences (physics,
sociology) to gain the paradigms common for all experimental sciences. It will
increase the ability of the students to take part in the early stages of software
development and to work and maintain the system during the system use.  Last
but not least it increases the ability of the students to work outside software
firms.  It can prevent the hacker syndrome and equip our students with useful
knowledge and skills.

WHEN AND HOW TO TEACH MATHEMATICAL
STATISTICS

The teaching of mathematical statistics should be based on a good theo-
retical background.  But it implies that mathematical statistics cannot be taught
early enough.  If it is the case, the hacker syndrome can appear.  It then results
into resistance of students against mathematical statistics.  This blind alley
can be resolved in the following way:

We propose to teach mathematical statistics in two stages.  The first step
can be based on very elementary knowledge of probability theory and math-
ematical statistics (sometimes not too deeper than the knowledge obtained at
grammar schools) an on the analysis of typical problems of the analysis of
software metrics.  Examples are: When to stop testing, when a system is to be
reengineered, server capacity estimation, error prone components, software
quality control, optimal project size, etc.  Some tools from CASE systems like
Together [Tog] can be used here.  The teaching of the application of math-
ematical statistics should be accompanied by a lecture on some experimental
science (sociology, financial controlling, experimental physics).  Such lecture
should include application of mathematical statistics on experimental data.
The students can use a statistical software package.

The second stage can be based on more formal lectures on mathematical
statistics discussed above.  The formal lectures should again contain enough
computer and software related examples.  The mathematical statistics should
be presented with the aim how to use it, not as an abstract mathematical disci-
pline.  This schema is about to be applied at some faculties of Masaryk Uni-
versity in Brno, Czech Republic.

CONCLUSIONS
The teaching of probability theory and mathematical statistics tend to be

crucial part of the computer science education.  Besides the points mentioned
above (application in SW development, implementation of useful functions in
applications, a greater adaptability of students, etc.) it forms a good back-
ground for the computer science research like probabilistic algorithms, simu-
lations, relevance of software metrics, effectiveness of new software methods,
quality of the software (e.g. reliability, effectiveness) etc.  Moreover it can
prevent the symptoms of the hacker syndrome or hacker like attitude.  The
importance of statistical methods is not pointed enough in the curricula [MSIS
2000, IS 2002].

The main aim is to change the attitude of the students to statistical meth-
ods as well as to experimental sciences.  Note that while the trends in many
professions increase the extension of the use of computers, for the computer
professionals the trend could be “less computers, more common sense”.  Note
that computer professionals often do not collect the data needed for later sta-
tistical research or metrics.  People even do not care about generation and
usage of log files and other easily available sources.
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